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Objectives

• Appreciate the evolving understanding of “pain as a 
protector”

• Review the biopsychosocial model of pain and central 
sensitization

• Discuss how trauma can influence pain as a protector
• Review evolving multidisciplinary approaches to treat 

these complex co-occurring problems



What is pain?



What about in kids?



Pain
“An unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or 
potential tissue damage, or described in terms of such damage.”

Your brains’s best guess as to threat and danger that can result in 
bodily damage.

“A protecto-meter”
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Pain is an alarm bell



Pain is an alarm bell



Pain is an alarm bell



• Pain is your 
body’s best guess 
about threat and 
danger that may 
damage your 
body.





Pain in the face of immediate danger



Pain is…
An unpleasant sensory and emotional experience 
associated with possible injury

Influenced by:
Inflammation, injury, biomechanics, disease
Triggering a sensation, fear, and emotional 
response Influenced by past experiences of danger or 

damage, and leads to threat assessmentActivating primal survival instincts 
and protective behaviors

Transmitted by the nervous system

If advantageous to survival, alarm bell creates a need to assess, do something about 
it, forms memories, and try to avoid it in the future.

PAIN!! is about Protection



Biological

Psychological

Social

Pediatric diseases, inflammation and infections, injuries and accidents, 
dynamic nervous systems, sleep disruptions, neurotransmitters, 
cortisol and catecholamines, sex hormones, etc

Anxiety sensitivities, temperaments, evolving understanding of the 
world and self, learning and cognition, anticipatory thinking, 
catastrophizing, resilience and coping, fighting for independence with 
underdeveloped frontal lobe, traumatic experiences, co-morbid 
mental health problems, etc.

Learning and modeling, school stresses, bullying, food insecurity, 
adverse childhood experiences, parent driven to peer driven problem 
solving, parent catastrophizing, parental PTSD, parental mental 
health problems, etc

All pain is BioPsychoSocial



Chronic pain
• Pain > 3 months, or longer than expected for tissue injury

– Chronic pain is NOT a mental health problem
– Chronic pain is related to:

• Sensitization of the central nervous system
• Pain-avoidance and catastrophizing
• Increased risk of co-occurring mental health disorders
• A disorder of a hyper-protection, regardless of cause

• 1.7 million (2.5%) children/adolescents estimated to have chronic pain
• As of 2012, estimated health care impact of $19.5 billion per year

– Pediatric ADHD estimated to cost $24.5-37.5 billion
– Pediatric Asthma estimated to cost $3 billion 

Groenewald CB, Essner B, et al. The economic cost of chronic pain among a cohort of 
treatment seeking adolescents in the United States. J Pain. 2014 Sept: 15(9) 925-933.



A Dynamic Nervous System
• Childhood nervous system’s are not static

– More neuroplastic than adults, and with psychosocial factors that 
more readily mold the CNS

• Early exposure to pain and injury associated with:
– changing sensation set-points (ie thresholds)

• Shown in extremely premature infants 10 years after early life surgery with 
sensory abnormalities to both heat and cold

• Adult patients with early childhood accidental burns demonstrate changed 
thresholds to heat

– Rats with early life injury demonstrate more pain to repeat injury in 
affected limb, but not opposite

• Possibly associated with neuro-inflammatory cells
• Holds true in young rats, but not adult rats
• Can be prevented by nerve blocks but not opioids





• Recent rat model, 
neuropathic pain fully 
explained anxiety 
behaviors
– Chronic environmental 

stress may have 
promoted some 
resilience, particularly 
in female rats



Pain and fear

Hyper-connectivity of left amygdala and 
cognitive/emotional centers (prefrontal cortex, cingulate cortex, 

basal ganglia)
sensorimotor (thalamus, sensory cortex)
and 
integrative processing (cerebellum, parietal lobe, thalamus)



Fear-Avoidance-Disability



Post-traumatic stress disorder
• Exposure to actual or threatened death, serious injury, or sexual violence by:

– Direct experience, witnessing in person, learning that it happened to a caregiver
• Intrusive thoughts or symptoms

– Unwanted upsetting memories, nightmares, flashbacks, emotional distress after 
reminders, physical reactivity after re-exposures

• Persistent avoidance of reminders
• Negative alterations in mood or cognition related to event

– Inability to recall key features of trauma, overly negative thoughts, exaggerated 
blame of self or others, negative affect, decreased interested in activities, feeling 
isolated

• Alterations in arousal and reactivity
– Irritability, risky or destructive behaviors, hypervigilance, heightened startle 

reaction, difficulty concentrating, difficulty sleeping



Post traumatic stress disorder
• 30% of youth experience major trauma by age 16

– 13% endorse post-traumatic stress symptoms

• Risk factors:
Pre-trauma: age, psychological functioning, anxiety sensitivity

During trauma: Perceived threat, level of exposure

Post-trauma: Parental responses, support, stressors



Pediatric chronic pain and PTSD
• PTSD symptom rates:

– 20-32% of children with chronic pain
– 9-20% of parents of children with chronic pain
– 8% of pain-free peers
– 1% of parents of pain-free peers

• Higher PTSD symptoms are associated with higher pain intensity and 
functional limitations

• Two major models:
– Shared vulnerability

• Negative predispositional factors underlie this association.
– Mutual maintenance

• Neurophysiologic, shared symptoms, and beliefs maintain and 
enhance each other







Pain and medical trauma
• Lifetime PTSD 20-35% in childhood 

cancer survivors and 27-54% in their 
parents
– Predictors: female, prior stressful events, 

family functioning, social supports
• Height of child reported pain after 

injury associated with future PTSS 12 
weeks later

• PTSS in youth may be less about single 
events, and may emerge after several 
major stressors/trauma in context of 
other psychosocial difficulties
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• Sleep quality partially mediated relationships between 
PTSS, pain intensity, and pain interference

• Pain intensity was not related to sleep quality
• Neurotransmitters:

– Dopamine may underlie comorbidity of sleep disruption, pain, 
and PTSD

– Poor sleep quality reduces natural opioid levels and 
downregulates opioid receptors
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Catastrophizing
• Linked in psychological literature to anxiety disorders and depression 

for many years.
• Pain Catastrophizing identified in 1990s

– Maladaptive cognitive and emotional thought patterns about pain or 
anticipated pain

• Magnification
• Rumination
• Helplessness

• Strongly predictive of pain intensity, pain-related disability, pain 
behaviors, and medication use in both adults and children
– Thought to be related to excessive threat appraisals and avoidance
– Studies have linked certain metaphors and clinical terms to exacerbating 

magnification and helplessness (“slipped disc”, “degenerative disc 
disease”, “fibromyalgia”)





• Child’s pre-surgery catastrophizing did not directly affect pain 
memories
– But child helplessness led to higher emotional responses to pain, which 

affected parent recall of how intense it was
• Parent rumination about pain influenced child pain intensity in 

the acute recovery period
– Possibly through increased verbal communication and attention towards pain

• Parent rumination associated with parent memories of higher 
pain levels

• Parent magnification directly affected children’s recall of emotional 
distress 2-4 months later



Post-traumatic stress disorder (reprise)
• Exposure to actual or threatened death, serious injury, or sexual violence by:

– Direct experience, witnessing in person, learning that it happened to a caregiver
• Intrusive thoughts or symptoms

– Unwanted upsetting memories, nightmares, flashbacks, emotional distress after 
reminders, physical reactivity after re-exposures

• Persistent avoidance of reminders
• Negative alterations in mood or cognition related to event

– Inability to recall key features of trauma, overly negative thoughts, exaggerated 
blame of self or others, negative affect, decreased interested in activities, feeling 
isolated

• Alterations in arousal and reactivity
– Irritability, risky or destructive behaviors, hypervigilance, heightened startle 

reaction, difficulty concentrating, difficulty sleeping



• Parent pain catastrophizing traits create anxiety about ability to 
manage pain in the child
– Leads to frequent assessments, surveillance, and attention to pain

• Parent attending to child pain in lab induced settings creates lower pain 
tolerance (ie less time before stopping activity) and increased child pain 
intensity

• Parent pain catastrophizing enhances threat assessment leading to 
increased avoidance/protection
– Hyper-protective parenting behaviors (ie avoidance) lead to more 

impairment and disability
– Increased protective behaviors increases child interpretation of threat



• Parental catastrophizing not directly associated with child pain 
intensity
– But parental catastrophizing likely leads to teaching child catastrophizing

• Strongly associated with functional impairment, including number of missed 
school days

• Child catastrophizing was the biggest predictor of pain and functional impairment
• Parental catastrophizing and chronic pain also likely to lead to reduced family 

physical activities



• Parental PTSD and chronic pain associated with 
cognitive dysfunction, particularly executive 
dysfunction and working memory
– May contribute to poor self-management and modeling 

behaviors, challenges balancing priorities between parent 
pain/PTSD and child pain and activities

• Parental PTSD and chronic pain can interfere with 
child’s pain treatment and recovery



• Suggests mutual maintenance model
– Parent PTSD causes increased attention to pain related threats and 

heightened threat appraisal
– Heightened parent responses to child pain (ie protectiveness)
– Leads to increased pain-related communication and increased 

avoidance of activities that might be painful
– Teaches child pain catastrophizing that worsens their pain intensity

and furthers the avoidance of painful activities
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What can be done?



BioPsychoSocial
• Evaluate for injury/damage, and educate about pain

– Understandable, danger-neutral language metaphors and descriptors
• Evaluate and treat for co-occurring disorders

– Increased rates of undiagnosed autism (10%) and ADHD (20%) in patients with refractory chronic pain
– Increase prevalence of co-occurring mental health disorders

• Encourage helpful non-prescription interventions (acupuncture, massage, evidence based 
herbs and supplements, etc)

• Use targeted medications or procedures (if needed)
– reduce inflammation, decrease nerve sensitivity, relax muscles, modulate neurotransmitters, reduce 

hyper-arousal, improve sleep (particularly strategies to reduce hyper-arousal and restless legs)
• Rehabilitate with skilled physical and occupational therapists
• Treat acute injury and pain adeptly

– Particularly for infants and young children (NICU, surgeries, vaccines, etc) sensitizing nervous system
– Particularly for adolescents due to risk of developing PTSS and PTSD



BioPsychoSocial
• Teach self-regulatory autonomic strategies

– Deep breathing, guided imagery, progressive muscle relaxation, biofeedback
• Identify unhelpful, negative thought patterns

– CBT and ACT particularly helpful for chronic pain
• Evidence-based co-treatment of PTSD

– Particularly challenging with medical or complex trauma
– Requires integration into the medical context if there is ongoing medical disease (sickle cell, cancer, etc)

• Identify and treat co-occurring metal health disorders
• Develop concrete plans and self-management strategies

– Reduces helplessness
– Helps reinforce home exercise programs and rehabilitation, remembering to take medicines as 

recommended, trouble shooting how to treat pain at school vs home
• Reduce other causes of autonomic hyperarousal (eg dehydration, poor sleep, not eating)
• Encourage self-reliance and independence
• Stress and time management



BioPsychoSocial
• Reintegrate into schools and sports

– Never Homebound!
– 504 and IEP plans

• Work with teachers and school to reduce stigma and reprisal
• Identify and address unrecognized sources of school stress

– Learning disorders, bullies, negative peer interactions, etc
• Encourage community engagement

– YMCA, yoga, hobbies, sports and recreation, faith participation
• Address parent catastrophizing

– Thorough evaluation and explanation of child’s pain
– Taking time to understand the roots of the heightened concern (ie

understanding parent’s history and trauma)



For more information
• Tame the Beast – tamethebeast.org

• Pediatric Pain Program of Prisma Health
– Hospital-based: post-surgical, medical, and cancer pain treatment
– Clinic-based: Pediatric concussion, Headache, and Chronic Pain of 

any type
• Pain physician and NP, Child Psychiatry, Sports Medicine, Pain Psychology, 

Pediatric Neuropsychology, Pediatric chronic pain-specialty Physical and 
Occupational Therapists, Medical Acupuncture

https://www.ghschildrens.org/specialists/pediatric-pain-
medicine/

https://www.ghschildrens.org/specialists/pediatric-pain-medicine/
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